APRIL NEWSLETTER
So here I am.. Consuela... finally up for the Summer. This wakening up and going back
to sleep just isn't working for me any longer. It is still below ZERO some nights and
much of America is snowed under and ungodly cold. I am in Tumwater, WA and no
complains. Almost right away I made a new friend, we are both in a situation where we
have to watch ourselves because Humans find us dangerous, want to relocate us and
some even call for our death.

March was like the melting ice that worked it's self downstream. Rugged, sharp
cornered. at times swift and stuck in debries of Uglies other times.
“ Hay Ms Coug how you you think you can just hang out with me? You do realize we
are not the same species.”
“I know but you look about as worn out as I am. No fight here so we may as well be
friends, lay here for a while having a good conversation and compare thoughts as to
what is happening to Planet Earth. Things are so different than what I have observed in
previous years. While you were still sleeping I hid under Lilian's house and could hear
her loud and clear at night when she talked on one of her devises.
Storks are mainly native to Africa, Asia and Europe. Stork can also be found in

Australia. A new species is present between Florida and Argentina, so ...if I heard it
right... Lilian and a young Lady were accompanied by a Stork for about 8 blocks in
Olympia, WA it was a big thing. It sounded rather odd since she had never seen one in
the 52 years of living in the town and never gave it too much thought. Since it was so
unusual she pulled out her book: Animal Speak by Ted Andrews and looked up the
meaning. According to him Stork is a symbol in CHINA. Stork has no real means of
communication. Stork is a close relative to humans and according to some Fairytales
when wounded cries human tears. When Stork dances he has connections to other
dimensions, can attain a trance-like state and act as a Shapeshifter. It also indicated we
have to get back to some of our old ways to reconnect reality. The Stork traveled with
Lilian and her young friend rather than dance but it was so thought provoking and called
for closer examination. Eventually the Lady on the other end of the Telefon and my
hostess thought it had something to do with the present state of political situations.”
“ HMM. I guess there are two realities to the country and the way
people look at things.... in fact Europe and others are looking at things from a third
perspective. Bet Mr McKrekor knows something about that. Where is he anyway have
not seen him since I woke up THIS time.”
“ He was a bit concerned when I came along, after all I belong in the Cat Family. We
reached a compromise and decided to help one another since we all occupy the same
little strip of dirt. When Lilian's landlord finds out we are here we will have to stick
together. Poor woman will be in big trouble. With her international family in the mids
of several federal flags flying just imagine what will happen when they discover we are
also residence of #406. Maybe there is a Porn Queen close by we can get her start a
distraction. It seems to work for the President should work for us also. There comes
McKrekor, finally.... Where you been ? Consuela and I was worried about you. We
know you was NOT helping your wife SWEETY with her Spring chores. Don't leave
her too long, its a dangerous world at the moment.”
“Well look at you two laying around in the early sunshine, someone had to secure the
news. Lilian is flipping in and out of time, she can't help. Last week she ran errands
which should have taken 4 hours. She was back home in two. A few days later her
travels should have taken 2 hours and it took 5. ON A STRAIGHT LINE with 2
Bathroom stops I must add. Do to the Opium Crisis she had been giving a drug-test by
her doctor. When it came back it was “DIRTY”. Needless to say it caused quiet a
commotion since she refuses to take most of the meds Dr try to give her and is allergic
to almost everything. Will keep you posted. She is in the process to re-examine the
results and file a complaint against the laboratory. Guess her and I are both Scouts and
return with arrows on our back so you two can lay here and do nothing... “
“ I slept most of the winter like I am suppose to, in case you forgot I am a bear and also I

am the BIGGEST in this fold of friends so give me no grief I can sit on you and you are
history.”
“I am swift and can scratch your eyes out....but wait that would make us as turbulent and
hateful as humans so I suggest we let Mr McKrekor tell us what all he found out while
he was surveying the world.
Give it to us straight, no sugar coding, not even honey coding. Look at Consuela, she is
thinking Sweets....”

“ Planes and Choppers keep falling out of the sky.
Trains keep derailing.
Bridges are collapsing.
The great Steven Hawkins died, what a loss.
An apocalypse (Ancient Greek: ἀποκάλυψις apokálypsis, from ἀπό and καλύπτω,
literally meaning "an uncovering") is a disclosure of knowledge or revelation.
The investigation into the “Russian Probe” is still ongoing Many Subpoenas have been
issued. More Top Rank Officials have been FIRED and even I with my Bird Brain
wonders who is running the Government. Guess we are sitting Ducks...LOl... Ducks

more Birdbrains...get it?

This was the book cover for Lilian's book for 2016. It was published BEFORE the
election and we know how that turned out.
In March someone wrote her a letter and asked how she can create book covers which
are prophetic. She had not thought about it that way because she writes her Newsletters
based on the happenings of the prior month and then attempts to come up with a
catching title so it created interest even further down the years after she has left this
plane and she hopes to record a bit of history which will be lost due to the BIG EVENTS
on Planet Earth.
The book cover for 2017 looked like this:
and yes that would be me sitting on the cloth line amongst the shoes.

So look what happened at the White House Lawn as a result of the School Shooting in
Parkland. FL. Still trying to figure out how they accomplished this task of depositing
4000 pairs of shoes representing the people who were killed over a period of time.
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Without her asking Andreas Losert created the book Cover for the book for 2018.
Lilian gave it the title....BEARLY...... by the skin of our teeth

MAKES ONE THINK! We called it Blindganger, (DUD) meaning we found them as

children after the war and reported them since they did not go off. One was found
as recent as THIS year 2018 in Nurnberg Germany. It was deactivated so no one was
hurt.
March was Woman's Month. Many marches took place to bring attention to Female
issues. Equal pay, sexual harassment, woman accomplishments and woman's rights.
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Women's March
https://www.womensmarch.com/

We stand together in solidarity with our partners and children for the protection of our
rights, our safety, our health, and our families - recognizing that our vibrant and diverse
communities are the strength of our country.
Our Mission

On March 14th Thousents of CHILDREN walked out of school around the country to
draw attention to yet another school shooting and sent a message to our leaders because
they have the right to be safe in school.

Ten days later, March 24 the kids marched again..... with support of their parents and
teachers. This time it was world wide. All they are asking for is peace of mind while in
school so they can learn. For Assault weapons to be banned to have a more sufficient
way to register guns for those who wish to own them.
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And then there was a protest in Sacramento'CA. An unarmed man was shot 20 times, 8
bullets hit and killed him. People were REALLY upset about that.
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President was busy playing golf, dismantling every good thing which was left, tried outsmarting the courts and the Constitution. It was a busy month.
“ So, Mr McKrekor.... don't tell me you flew to all those places to take notes and
Pictures.”
“No, of course not. I watched it through the window at Lilian's. You could have done
the same, but you would have had to sit up at least.... can;t do anything laying around.
OH OH my Lady is chirping at me in a tone that I had better listen to. One two things....
Omar had a stroke, he will be OK and Kanashibushan had surgery, she OUTLIVED her
Pacemaker!
That's it folks
Love and Light
Consuela,
Mr Mc KREKOR
Ms Coug
P.S.

President has suggested instead of food stamps he will issue food boxes to low income
families. Here is a video of someone opening the box. PLEASE BE ADVISED very
foul language.
https://www.facebook.com/100010368046571/videos/560067381015525/
The predictions Lilian made in October 2016 are playing out if you have not seen them
please judge for yourself.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7DpJn88nUMs

